
Predators

The field registered an intrusion and the system registered a full alert in less than
a second. In less than five seconds the fighters were scrambling on autopilot, waiting for
the navigators to come online and interface. Twelve seconds after its original intrusion
the attacking ship was flashing toward an orbit over the second planet from the sun, a
cloud of defending vessels gathered around it.
Then the unexpected happened: the intruder’s ship halted abruptly—impossibly—in its
orbit and as quickly reversed itself. The cloud vanished and then scattered as the fighters
looped, and the intruder descended, having bought one precious minute. It plunged,
dropped its bombs and was winking out of the system and beyond the field of recognition
of the planet’s defenses by the time the defending ships flew through the mushroom
clouds over the colony. 
The nursery-hatchery was completely destroyed, and the colony left to mourn the loss of
all its young.
“My people,” Bizmarq said to them in a broadcast, “he aims to wipe out our race. This
time the trial is worst than the first days, than the genocide of the bears. If we cannot be
his end, he will be ours.”

* * *
Brent had had a special horror of the word ‘quote.’ 

The noun, of course—he thought precisely—not the verb: that had nothing cringe-
inducingly vulgar about it. 
Cringe-inducingly?—he pondered the compound word.
The day was low and grey, dingy with the sort of dinginess he found repugnant. It did not
get him down—now there was an expression he wondered if he ought to use—it didn’t
get . . . it didn’t plunge him into gloom as much as it made him irritable, provoked the
fastidiousness and resentment of being made to endure a world of such qualities . . . such
low, pathetic qualities. Perhaps it was a fault to be fastidious—he had on occasion
allowed—and yet: he knew no other way to be. Such things have to be considered, and
whether considering the consideration or his considerably considered general tenor of life
. . . was it tenor? Perhaps: the quality of consideration which considerably illumined . . . 
He gave up the train of thought.
Primly, he returned his attention to his surroundings. The day was low and it was grey,
the streets were dirty, there was an unwashed quality to it all and it was terrible. The lazy
neon signs and other lights were brighter than they might have been, and ah! a pretty girl
passed through the limits of his consciousness. 
And now he thought about it: how people ignored each other, failed to notice, were
oblivious . . .
He found he was now following the girl. He wondered: had she noticed him? He heard
the clicking of her high heels—he had thought very poorly of the combination of jeans
and high heels at first, but now approved it with vague misgivings—and he heard the
clicking of his own elegant shoes: shoes that stood between him and the defilement of the
sidewalks—faithful servants.
How this world needs faithful servants! But—he supposed—people who pursue money
have them. He did not, of course, himself pursue money. 
He mused on his pursuits as he followed the girl in the white coat. 

* * *
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Brent Pursley was a rather natty accountant, a vin savant of considerable if merely
local reputation, a relentless and exceptionally ruthless golfer, and a bit of a grammarian
(a calculator and a grammarian, his disreputable, disheveled, unruly, bohemian and
sometime boon companion Wilders—Dutch—had called him). 

He noticed with some elation that his woman—as he found himself calling
her—opened the door that led into the McPhale building: an arcade. Pursuing his woman
through the elegance of an art deco arcade filled him to swelling satisfaction . . . until he
saw her pause at a window, a contingency he had not anticipated. 

He continued past. There was a coffee shop on the lower level; but would that do?
She might leave as he was ordering. But he had no other inconspicuous recourse—not
any that presented itself to his mind. Reassured by his own use of the word
‘inconspicuous’ he descended the escalator. He reflected that had he been the sort of chap
to award himself points for things—like Wilders—he might have assigned himself points
for the use of the propitious term: inconspicuous.

Five points—he thought, counting the syllables: in-con-spi-cu-ous.
A slattern blonde ran the makeshift coffee counter. Her eyes were heavy with

black eyeliner and despair. He ordered briskly and turned to glance at the concourse
above: empty. Relaxing, he noticed it was warm in this part of the building and remarked
it to the girl. She looked up, and in her lusterless eyes it seemed that something very
distant passed, but she only shrugged. 

One of the low and insignificant—Brent Pursley thought, and he turned away to
sip his coffee.

He had to abandon the coffee, however, because he heard the heels clicking and
caught a glimpse of the white coat vanishing toward the doors above. He nearly darted, in
his haste, jogging up the escalator as fast as dignity permitted. The coffee girl called
feebly after him, and though he ignored it, it caused him to wonder what it was he did.
Not for long, however; he felt a prickle on his scalp and was glad he was headed out of
doors. 

He was following a woman for no apparent reason. True, he had been out for a
wander, and technically he still was—and yet, it might be misinterpreted . . . Brent
Pursely had not done anything like this before. 

By now he had gained the street and saw his woman . . . no, the girl in the white
coat—he corrected himself—proceeding up the street to his left, her long black hair
tossing as she went. 

What was he after? What exactly? What did he hope to achieve? 
I’m just following my curiosity—he told himself, shrugging.
He was glad to be outside again as it was cool, this low grey day, and his camel

hair overcoat was too heavy for indoor pursuits. Too conspicuous—it occurred to
him—for any sort of pursuit, really. He saw the girl glance his way as she crossed to the
other side of the street; their eyes met, briefly. 

Had she noticed him before this? In the arcade, when she had emerged from the
shop and he had been talking to the slattern blonde perhaps? Perhaps it was time to find
another object for his attention: there was a bookstore coming up where he could get
coffee and sit for a while . . . ah! She was going right into his bookstore!

Abandoning all plans to abandon the pursuit, he leapt into the street. Immediately,
he heard the screech and blare of an obstructed, alarmed and suddenly-enraged driver
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expressing the feelings of the moment from within the small cab of a truck. Stunned and
embarrassed—and wondering if the driver would damage his own truck with the force of
his violence—Brent looked an apology, felt the concerted attention of all the curious
bystanders, and with humble haste finished crossing. He grabbed the door and yanked it
open as if it were the door to oblivion, hoping to lose himself within.

* * *
Elsewhere, from behind a pane of plexiglass, someone watched the herd of

reindeer moving over the tundra. Flakes of snow were drifting out of the air, wafting
around, making a haze over the reindeer's heads He watched it and drank his birch bark
tea. He was waiting. He had fuel, but he’d rather use solar, and the clouds were in the
way. He thought about rising above the clouds, but that would take more of his reserves
than he was willing to give up. If the snow came, he’d have to clear the panels, but he
could do that by hand. He settled into the cracked leather of his seat and watched the
reindeer, waiting for the return of the sun. He read for a while, the poetry of a predatory
poet whose chief metaphor was the hunt. With the coming of the heavy snow, sleep
found him.

After the snow, the sun broke on the white tundra. The reindeer had passed, and
the snow lay about a foot deep. An object stood out, an oddly shaped mound in the
otherwise even blanket. A hatch opened on the object, scattering snow. A small, human
figure emerged and began to clear the object with brisk movements. The figure moved
lithely, cat-like over the surface of what appeared to be a flying vessel, clearing the snow
all away. Soon the figure was finished, re-entered the hatch and the hatch was closed.
The cleared object steamed and dripped in the sun for some hours, then it rose abruptly
and disappeared, leaving behind the shape of its disturbance in the tundra’s white
blanket.

* * *
Brent Pursley paused in the entryway, before the second door, breathing, deciding

to remove his coat, not daring to look into the store itself. He needed to grow calm and to
cool down. He was in no shape for coffee, but what could he drink—fruit juice? He
breathed, holding his coat folded over his arm, waiting to enter—to look. 
Realizing it would not do to stand there too long, he pulled open the door and saw her
right away: in the SF & F section. Well, well . . . she was engrossed in whatever it was
she held. He made his way casually, the boldness returning and along with it some of the
intoxication of the pursuit as the latest lovely gram of information chased the chastening
of his miscalculation away. 

His woman stood there reading a paperback. She had opened to the middle of it
and appeared absorbed. He picked up a book and stood holding it, pretending to read and
watching his woman. 

She turned the page, then another, and still she read.
Standing there, he heard a sound out of all the sounds in the store come gradually

into the focus of his consciousness: someone was tittering. A short Asian girl was
laughing at him. He looked down at his open book, turned it over hasitly, closed it and
seeing the cover, promptly shelved it.

The girl was laughing openly and now she came up to him. 
“It helps if you hold them up a certain way.”
Brent gave her a very severe look.
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“Didn’t they teach you that in school?” she asked, her humor not lessened for all
his affected severity. 

He waited stiffly, pointlessly, standing there until she moved away. The girl
smiled again, said, “Hey relax!” and then stalked away.

He looked over at his woman. She had turned to look, and their eyes met for the
second time. She gave him a look in which he discerned annoyance, closed her book, set
it back in its place and turned to go.

But she turned back, looking at him in an amused, speculative way.
“You keep following—” She had an odd way of speaking, aloof, refined in a way Brent
found strange. “You are,” she continued, “a stalker.”

It wasn’t a question, but it didn’t sound like an accusation. It sounded like the
statement of a realization or a discovery, which was the strange part. As if she had been
on an errand to discover a stalker and had at last stumbled upon one.

She stared at him for a while, her jaw working slightly, and then abruptly said:
“Come!”

He was speechless, but now she turned and walked away, leaving the building.
For some reason, Brent followed. Shrugging on his coat he looked up and down and saw
her proceeding up the street. Soon she turned into an alley, and at the other end he saw
she turned left. He came out of the alley and caught sight of her getting into a taxi. A
taxi—he thought—well, this little game is over. 

But then he saw the taxi was waiting.
He slowed; and then he stopped. Then she leaned out of the taxi and gave him an

impatient look, so he hurried up and to his amazement, found himself sitting beside her
as the taxi drove away. She sat on the far side, silent. He could smell . . . no, it was the air
freshener dangling from the rear-view mirror. His heart calmed as he relaxed in the taxi,
and he found he was getting drowsy.

When the woman next looked over at him, Brent Pursley had fallen asleep.
* * * 

The early morning crept over the settlement of Zagreb. The heaters working on
the steel shutters caused the rime of the night to melt, and the ice evaporating from the
domed buildings smoked in the early sunlight. With a clanking groan the shutters opened
all over the city and the crystal domes sparkled in the light of the rising sun. 

Lying on the warm velvet under one of the domes protruding through the thick,
concrete ceiling of the settlement, Brent Pursley blinked and stirred. He felt savage and
was clothed in a white unitard.

Why does it have to be white?—he thought.
He sat up, slightly chilly and aware of a departing warmth. The warmth seemed to

be in the sides of the bowl, encircling the room. He heard a clanking of metal, a scraping,
and also, faintly, something like the gurgling of water.  Then he noticed the crystal dome
above him was departing—no, the velvet dais, or bowl, in which he sat was sinking into .
. . what?

The shafts of sun shone into a great warehouse, and he noticed other platforms,
like his, sinking like shaftless, round elevators on gleaming steel tubes. 

Why velvet?—he wondered. 
It was comfortable, as—he had to admit—was the unitard. 
Then he remembered the taxi, and he realized that was the last thing he
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remembered before this. A wave of horror swept over him; he had been abducted by
some nefarious organization; he would be the subject of loathsome experiments for the
advance of that blind, greedy worm, science. He shuddered and cringed on the red velvet.
The woman had been a lure and he had been duped! 

“Duped!” he cried aloud in anguish, standing on the platform and clutching the air
above him melodramatically. He bent forward, dejected, breathing heavily, and gradually
became aware that somehow there was a greater silence all about him in the . . . what?
The dusty warehouse where no doubt the progress of that destroyer, science, was
encouraged.

When his bowl reached the floor of the chilly warehouse it collapsed onto the
floor and the velvet began to retract, being sucked into three slots in the middle until
Brent stepped off the remaining piece and onto the steel shell. He turned and started. The
woman was standing there watching him with oddly narrowed eyes. Other people were
hurrying through the dust and sunlight, presumably each from his bowl.

“Sleep well?”
“Ye—” he paused. “Did you drug me? Where am I?”
“Not where you expect,” she said, and for the first time he noticed she had a sort

of hissing lisp.
“Obviously.” He was regaining his composure and took a step toward her, staring

hard at her in a way he knew many people found intimidating and disconcerting. Her
head moved oddly, as if weaving slightly in the air. 

“Did you drug me?” He repeated.
“No. It was a suggestion.”
Again the odd lisp. He wondered irritably what she could possibly mean. He

decided it didn’t matter and instead asked where he was.
“You are in the settlement of Zagreb, on the planet Mars.”
Brent staggered. His brain seemed to flip over inside of his cranium. He stared

hard at the girl and she stared back, her nostrils dilating oddly sideways. She’s not
intimidated—he realized, and it flashed through his mind, for no apparent reason, that
she might not be human. 

Ok—he told himself—I need to get a grip on this situations. No more suggestions
of that kind.

But Mars? There had been expeditions, but no settlements. The human race, as far
as Brent Pursley knew, still lived on the earth. If we had left it, it would have been in the
news—he told himself, absurdly. But why would aliens call their settlement by the name
of a—he groped for the exact country—Hung . . . no . . . ah, Serb—wait. 

He gave it up. He looked hard at the girl.
“Well, where are me going?”
“To Bizmarq.”
“Another settlement? Jupiter, perhaps?”
“Not exactly,” and here the girl smiled slightly and then turned away. “Follow

me.”
He glanced around, decided there was no choice, and followed her.

* * *
Bizmarq sat repellent on his golden chair. It wasn’t modern—the chair. It had no

lights, it wasn’t integrated to the hardwiring or to the floor, it had no receivers. It rested
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on a rug and it was elaborate, cushioned with cloth covers, and all the rest was covered in
gold—gold for decoration and splendor, not function. It was a product of the 18th

century, though few besides Bizmarq knew this.
His consort knew this, of course. She, the distant queen of his aspirations, who

shared his ambitions of glory and revenge was bringing the purebred—and at this thought
Bizmarq’s eyes narrowed, his nostrils slanted and widened, and his forked tongue
slithered, flickering past his teeth. In his careful brain a train of thought renewed its
march and gathered speed. 

Some distance from where Bizmarq sat, a train wound through a Martian canyon
at a tremendous rate. It shot through shadow and flashed in the intolerable sun. Five
hundred tons of insulated, pressurized tubing rocketed through the inhospitable
atmosphere of Mars on a single, long titanium rail. The train carried functionaries,
children, soldiers, Brent Pursley and beside him Bizmarq’s consort in her white leather
coat.

“When did Mars get settled like this?” Brent asked her.
She eyed him, and turned back to the window before answering. “We have been

here since the beginning of the century.”
“Why wasn’t it in the news?”
She looked hard at him again before asking him, “Why do you think it wasn’t in

the news?”
“Nobody knew about it?”
She snorted.
“Why can’t you be more communicative?”
She ignored him this time.
After a while he turned to the woman again and asked, “Who are you anyway?”
Now she looked at him as she asked, “Why were you following me if you didn’t

know?”
“What?”
“You were following me for quite a while. You didn’t know who I was?”
“I—” It began to dawn on Brent Pursley that there had been some sort of

misunderstanding. The idea that he had ended up on Mars as the result of a
misunderstanding struck him as . . . colossal. Simply too colossal—he thought. His
imagination had no power to help him assimilate the fact. The woman was staring at him
in a way that reminded him of vampire movies. “What?”

“You aren’t an agent?” she said.
“An agent?”
“The girl at the coffee stand.”
“What?”
“Do you remember the girl at the coffee stand, in the arcade?”
Brent did not like being in the state of confusion in which he presently found

himself. He needed to take charge of the situation, but his mind wasn’t helping him
either. “What has she got to do with it?” he managed to ask.

The woman stared a long time at Brent, and then fell back against her seat,
laughing silently.

“Who is the girl—what has she got to do with anything?”
“Why were you following me?” the woman asked, wondering.
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This silenced Brent. He sat back, thinking as the train jostled him. He couldn’t tell
her that he had just started following and one thing led to another. With anger and
frustration he realized he was trapped in a humiliating situation and the last thing he
wanted was to appear vulnerable, but he could think of no plausible way out of it.
“But you kidnaped me!” he burst out. And when she laughed out loud, he saw at last her
tongue and realized with horror that it was forked.

* * *
When the train slid to a stop he followed her out and into a large terminal. She

hesitated a second before turning left and headed along a row of dark openings, each
marked by strange, sinuous symbols. They entered one and she stood aside for him to
pass through a smaller opening, into some kind of metallic chamber. 
Brent had said nothing since he had noticed her tongue. Whether she thought he was
sulking about her rude laughter, or whether she discerned that he was well and truly
appalled, he could not have guessed. Something had happened in the real world with
which he was unable to cope, something for which he had no accounting. Mars had been
colonized by an alien species that were somehow active on his home planet, and because
of some stupid whim the regular pattern of his life, the leisure of his day off had been
interrupted and now he was—

“Strap in over there,” she said to him.
He looked at the couch and followed her orders automatically. Reclining, he

fumbled awkwardly with the harness. Noticing, she came over and in quick order
snapped three belts, strapping him down to the couch. One of her hands brushed his and
he drew back with a sharp intake of air, then relaxed. She looked at him oddly but made
no comment.

“Where are we going?” he managed to ask, after lying in silence on his couch for
a while. She was on another couch, strapped in and looking intently at something he
assumed was a control panel. 

“To Bizmarq.”
“Oh yeah, I forgot. Bismark—the capital of North Dakota,” he said stupidly. “I

always wanted to go there.”
She ignored him, still staring at the control panel before her. Suddenly she jabbed

at a button and quickly lay her hands at her side. The room in which they found
themselves shook violently and then began to accelerate tremendously. Brent felt an
incredible pressure pushing him into the couch and wondered why the straps were at all
necessary. Just at the moment he thought he would pass out, the ship—he realized he was
in some kind of rocket—lurched and spun, sickeningly, and he felt himself free of all
weight. Then a new pressure began, but not as heavy as before, and this one passed
quickly.

But no sooner had he recovered his breath than the rocket began to spin, or
something, and to shudder, and he found himself clutching the sides of the couch—which
was useless. He was tossed around for an impossibly long time; had he been fond of
roller coasters, he would have found the ride amazing, but Brent Pursley had stopped
riding roller coasters at the age of twelve after his first ride. He did not find the wild,
bucking, headlong plunge at all exhilarating. 

With a final lurch, the rocket came to a stop, and Brent Pursley was left panting.
“We are now in North Dakota, I take it?” he asked.
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The woman was soon out of her couch and working on the door to the rocket, or
capsule. Brent struggled with the belts. He groaned, and asked, “Do you do this all the
time?”

“Yes.”
“Really?” He had a hard time believing it. It just didn’t seem the kind of thing

well-dressed people would do, and it surprised him. Of course—he reflected—he was
now wearing a unitard and had no idea where his rather fine clothing was. Odd how
comfortable and proper the unitard seemed. 

She was crouching at the entrance, looking out carefully. He was watching her,
rubbing his aches and groaning, full of questions. 

“When are you going to answer any of my questions?” he whined.
“Shut up!” she told him. And then, “Come on,” and she left the rocket.

* * *
The mongoose was running hard, boring through time laterally to get to his

destination in hours instead of light-years. His ship didn't shake the way the reptilian craft
did; he was a better predator and had built his hunting craft himself. He rubbed the arms
of his chair and turned up the Handel. He had everything he needed because he'd
designed the whole thing himself—he was alive because he had designed the whole thing
himself. His eyes narrowed as he scanned his console. He wouldn't be alive if he hadn't
been quicker to react than they had; he wouldn't be alive if there weren't a pile of corpses
behind him of his adversaries. And he was determined not to die until every one of his
grudges from the first transportation and those awful, early days was avenged. They had
nothing that could stop him, though they were many. Now the time of his revenge had
begun and he needed no one to tell him he had inspired terror. It pleased him to think
Bizmarq would be machinating.

The mongoose thought about Bizmarq, his brother in a sense. The scientists had
neglected impulse in their calculations. They had taken the viable combinations and
attempted, then for some reason shipped the results all into space, never considering
whether a human-mongoose could co-exist with a human-snake. Of course, we ought to
be able to co-exist—the mongoose reflected bitterly. Same mother, and they accept the
human-bats . . . or the cats, the mediums. But they're weak and I'm strong, and that's why
Bizmarq turned on me. After I'd betrayed the bears—he thought. It used to wash over
him like dark cold waters, but he didn't think about it anymore. He checked the console
again and began to bring his weaponry online. The ship made the transition and began to
orbit.

* * *
“Would you please tell me where we are?”

They had walked along steel corridors. Whatever the place was, it was silent, lit by blue
LEDs and to Brent Pursley rather ghastly, like a nightclub.

“We are in a space station circling the planet Jupiter,” she said, looking back at
him to say it and then continuing through the corridor.

“Ok. Why?”
“Because we need to connect with Bizmarq, but there aren’t ships big enough

departing from Mars.”
“Ok. So when did all this happen?”
“You humans are very slow to react.”
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“Are you an alien? Where are you from?”
“Oh, we’re from earth, at least the originals; just we aren’t entirely human.”
That silenced Brent for a while. He followed her through a door and into some

kind of a lounge. A clear glass wall showed him the planet Jupiter, improbably immense
in its proximity. So it was true, at least the part about Jupiter and about Mars. It had
crossed his mind that some of it might be an elaborate fake . . . but the horribly thin,
forked tongue. 

He lowered himself, groaning, into a chair and watched as she studied the top of a
table before her. She pressed something and a panel sprang up toward her. Brent closed
his eyes and ignored her until she began to speak to the panel.

“I’m coming back, Bizmarq.”
“High time. You have the purebred?” The voice came from the panel, the front of

which Brent could not see. It had the same hissing quality of the woman.
“Yes, but he’s not what I thought he was.”
“What do you mean?”
“He’s not a stalker, is very ignorant, rather silly,” she glanced at Brent as she said

this, and he glared back at her. Her eyes flicked back down to the screen.
“All this way for nothing?” the voice from the screen asked.
“Still a purebred, and completely innocent,” she said. 
“Maybe the medium can kill him and experiment with his soul?” 
At this Brent sat up. No, they must be joking; there was a gloating tone to the

voice from the screen. Still, he didn’t like the sound of it.
“I wonder . . .” the woman said, and she looked away, out toward Jupiter.
“The mongoose?” the voice asked.
Brent looked up in time to see the woman nodding.

* * *
The mongoose whirred. He was pleased: this last mission had gone excellently

and the ship had held up admirably. One swift orbit, one elegant, long arc, the bombs,
and one less reptilian settlement in the galaxy. He settled further into his chair, readjusted
it manually: an old-fashioned chair in his old-fashioned space ship. Humans spent
millions on something like this; he had built it out of wreckage and looting. He checked
his fuel and adjusted his course to burrow through to his next destination. 

He went to his library and looked for a worn volume, pulling it out and thumbing
through it. A photograph fell out—-he loved old technologies—and landed on the green
shag carpet. He picked it up and stared at it a long time: a girlish woman with lank hair
and largish ears, and a perfect nose. He put it in the book and shelved that, choosing other
reading for the hours before him. 

* * *
“We need,” Bizmarq said softly, “a stalker.”
“To stalk what?” Brent was startled but tried not to show it. He could tell,

however, by the way Bizmarq sat forward that he had noticed.
“To stalk the mongoose, and kill it.”
“I’m not good with animals—” Brent broke off when he saw the look in

Bizmarq’s eyes. Never had he seen such cold and utter hostility, and he had looked into
many hostile eyes, working in the accounting side of business

“Not an animal,” Bizmarq hissed. “The mongoose is another hybrid, only there is
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only one of him . . . it.”
After a long look at Bizmarq, and a short glance at the woman, Brent said, “I

don’t understand. Why don't you explain to me where we are and how you come to be
in—where did you say?”

"Serpens Cauda," the woman told him. "We are exiles from the earth, banished
experiments."

"How were you banished?"
"One hundred beings suspended and shipped out on a rocket to Mars."
"From where?"
"Moldova? Khazakstan? We are no longer sure where, nor who did it. I was

looking for the records, among other things, on this last trip."
"And all you could find," Bizmarq said, "was this person."
It irritated Brent the way Bizmarq said it. Bizmarq irritated Brent for other

reasons, but mainly the reptilian's attitude toward him was what chafed. "Look, maybe
she knows something you don't."

"About you?" Bizmarq asked, raising an eyebrow.
"Yeah, maybe. Maybe I'm the person to take on this mongoose."
Bizmarq laughed, and the woman wondered if Brent wanted to hear the rest of the

story. Brent agreed.
They had been sent to Mars in a rocket, with basic if untested survival supplies.

They had survived and actually thived, building a base and then bases on Mars. They had
colonized the planet and had built a station orbiting Jupiter as well.

"How did you remain undetected?"
"With the war, nobody was concerned about things beyond the atmosphere. But

we know its not going to last, which is why we shipped out to Serpens Cauda and
founded Andridulla."

"Just you . . . reptilians?"
"No. There are four types of us resulting from the genetic modifications, and

apparently a fifth kind that was never allowed to survive—I was also looking for records
of them and found none. The four types were the reptilians, the mediums, the bears and
the mongoose. None of the bears survive, that we know of. The mediums are a handful,
there is only one mongoose. The strong and viable are us, but the mongoose hunts us."

"How?"
"He's very clever, has a medium as a sort of slave, has his own ship and an

unknown supply of energy, food . . . everything. We aren't sure how, or where he is,
though some think—"

"Never mind the speculation," Bizmarq interrupted, and to Brent’s dismay.
"How can I find him?"
"Exactly," Bizmarq said. "And what can you do about him anyway? He's an

absolute predator, and you . . ."
"But I followed her," Brent said, regretting it as soon as he saw the smirk

spreading on Bizmarq's features.
"He's really pathetic. I'm sorry I bothered to bring him," the woman said.
"No," Brent said, embarassed and irritated and for some reason

uncharacteristically eager to put himself forward. "Let me try it. What have you got to
lose?"
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Bizmarq and his consort stared at Brent for a long time, then at each other,
seeming to communicate through narrowed eyes, nostrils dilated. 

“Only your life,” Bizmarq said at last. "Why not?"
* * *

Though she had weak eyes, she was still young. All of her kind had weak eyes,
being in some part descendants of the bat. There had been stories back in the days before
the stigma of bat-humans: vampires. But she was no vampire. More like a cat, except her
eyes were weak and her hearing very acute. 

But her main talent, as with all her people, was the sense of the medium: she
could talk with the dead. In Lima, Peru she had talked with the dead who rose up out of
the ground. Now far away, in the constellation Serpens Cauda, on Eta-5 and in the
outpost of Andridulla she never talked with the dead.

She blinked slowly and became aware of a different sort of person: not one of the
reptilians. 

"Who are you?" She asked quietly.
"Brent Pursley."
"That is your name, not who you are."
He thought about this for a while. "Ok, I'm an accountant, a conoisseur of wine,

and  . . . well, perhaps something of a frivolous fellow up to this point. I mean—" he
broke off. He hadn't meant to say that last, though he had come to believe the conclusion
followed. He had been reflecting on his life, what it had amounted to, the metaphor of his
random pursuit and the outcome so far. 

"Yes?" the medium said. She was a pale girl, or a very slight, girlish woman, with
lank, blond hair and large ears. There was something wrong with her nose that Brent
couldn't quite see in the twilight of the room. She reminded him of someone, but he
couldn't remember who it was. 

"I hope to stalk the mongoose."
"Ah, a stalker," she said, and then seemed to hesitate. "Are you sure?"
She did not hear his answer; she had begun to remember. She remembered the

roaring men, the gaping jaws and rage, the hissing response and lasers, the explosion and
the unnatural silence afterward. She opened her calm, dim eyes and looked at Brent. 

They expect me to betray Sylvius—she realized—to tell this purebred his
weakness. 

They knew she knew: they sent her the reports of the settlements he was
destroying. 

And this purebred is supposed to rescue us from Sylvius’ terrible and deadly
instinct—she wondered. She remembered his treachery and knew it was his weakness. 

Brent also had his doubts. He had begun to wonder if he really wanted to be on
Bizmarq’s side.

“Remember the bears,” she said, and she slipped into a trance.
* * *

“We can’t get her out,” she told him. “What did she say?”
“She said to remember the bears.”
She looked at him for a long time, then blinked. “Come,” she said, and whirled.

Brent followed her. 
By the time Bizmarq found out, it was too late. She had taken Brent into the
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memory core and he was reliving the terrible scenes the medium had remembered, he
was learning of the treachery of the mongoose and the genocide that had brought
Bizmarq to power.

“What are you doing?” Bizmarq hissed.
They faced each other across the long arch of the memory bank.
“Showing him.”
“The first war?”
“Yes.”
“Are you insane?”
“Meowan suggested it.”
His eyes were narrowed and his nostrils dilated. She kept the bank between them,

watching him steadily. Then he relaxed. “It is probably right. I hope it’s right. He just got
another settlement.”

“The mongoose?”
“Of course the mongoose. Did you think there was another one?”
“There were three—three brothers.” 
The Bizmarq’s eyes narrowed. “Never mention that again.”
She turned away but said quietly, “What happened to Sargon?”
“I said, do not mention it!”
“You betrayed him, didn’t you?”
“He betrayed his kind,” the Bizmarq said after a pause.
“I wonder,” she said. “I wonder if he didn’t survive after all and that is the secret

you and Meowan and Sylvius keep. Where, after all, does Silvius get his atomic bombs?”
“Enough!” He patted the memory bank, and then left the room. She waited,

wondering if Brent Pursley’s mind would be able to handle what he was receiving. She
decided she’d send him to the spa after this for some recovery and rest.

* * *
“I was good at driving a car . . . back on earth,” Brent said. He was sitting in the

cockpit of an interstellar fighter.
“A little different, this,” the woman said. “Are you any good with numbers,

calculations?”
He laughed at this. “I’m an accountant. None better, and I actually think an

abacus is faster than a calculator.”
“I don’t know what an abacus is, but I’ll take your word for it. Numbers is how

the ship runs—it is simply faster that way.”
“Really? You mean they tell you everything straight out in numbers? That is

fantastic!”
She stared at Brent, wondering. He was looking at the display with new

understanding. He began asking questions, and they almost all turned out to be exactly
the right ones.

* * *
A new ship—the Mongoose realized. “Well,” he called back, “it looks like maybe

you can chip in on this mission.”
“I believe you're asking for help,” Sargon replied. The bear-man came forward

and looked at the indicators. After a while he said, “Well, looks like your instint has met
its match here. This guy is playing chess and I think he can beat the computer.”
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And the Mongoose was rattled. He was, nevertheless, still confident. “No snake
can match my instinct, Sargon.”

“No, Sylvius, but what if it isn't a snake?”
In the cockpit of his figter, Brent Pursley was loving it: speed, accuracy of

calculation instantly converted into precision of movement, and all within his control. He
could tell it was getting to his prey, and with glee he locked in tighter behind him. A few
times now he had even anticipated the Mongoose's moves. He was a born natural.

And he had the right craft. It responded exactly, fastidiously exactly, which was
just what Brent had always dreamed of in a vehicle. He wondered what kind of a
processing array it had—it was superfast. And all the while he was reading data from his
enemy and punching a number pad, guiding his streaking ship on its race though space,
unerringly closing in.

“I wonder what kind of processing speed allows it to respond that way,” Sargon
mused.

“Never mind that!” said the Mongoose, sweating, “what can we do about it and
pretty soon is the issue.”

“Rig the nukes to light up his path to glory,” said the bear. “Except that would
take the good part of a day and I don't think we have that. Looks like the snakes will get
away with their colonies and live to see tomorrow after all.” 

The Mongoose tightened his tight grip on his intruments and hunched lower. His
hatred seethed in fuitle coils, writhing in his stomach like a brood of snakes. “After all
they've done to me and to your kind, Sargon? There has to be something.”

The bear looked at his companion wearily. He was tired. Tired of going on, tired
of his companion's quest for vengeance, tired of everything. Well—he thought—not
everything. Not the ingenuity, not the invetion, not the coming up with things out of
nothing, the cunning of the raids and the glee of solving connundrums. 

And this one now? “Wait!” he cried suddenly, “have you got that detector confetti
still?”

“Not much; what can you do with that?”
“Mess up his calculations long enough for a clear shot at him.”
As Sargon went to retrieve the confetti, the Mongoose relaxed a little. “Maybe

we've got ourselves out of a jam yet again,” he dared hope.
The confetti worked for all of ten seconds. Brent looked up fom the strange data

and saw the cloud through the cockpit's glass. He got an idea and his fingers
automatically keyed it into the ship. The ship sweverd and wobbled, and then abruptly
looped. Just when the Mongoose lowered his shields to blast at his enemy, he found him
gone. Brent was behind him, and his laser entered the main drive. An instant later Brent's
reptilian ship passed through a new cloud of space derbis. The Mongoose and his
accomplice were gone forever.

* * *
Brent Pursley went along the sidewalk in his brown shoes. They fit him like a

glove. Confidence, a bit of arrogance perhaps, was evident as he returned to work from
his lunch. 

A woman glanced at him. Something about the air, no doubt—he told himself,
smirking with the side of his mouth she couldn't see. Take a good look, darling—he
thought—not every day you see an interstellar fighter-pilot. 
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